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The United States and the State of Israel Jun 27 2022 Schoenbaum's book is a history of one of the most remarkable liaisons
in international experience, a portrait of the special relationship between the last remaining superpower and the tiny Jewish
state between the Jordan and the Mediterranean, and a study of how that relationship grew and works. From Truman to Bush,
the United States has assured Israel's existence, while providing billions in military and economic support. Over the same
period, no U.S. president has ever submitted a formal treaty of alliance to the Senate, or even moved the American embassy
from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. In fact, cross-purposes and mutual doubts have always coexisted with shared values,
complementary interests, great expectations, and real achievements. Schoenbaum's book traces Israeli-American relations

from their roots in both American and Jewish experience to the risks and opportunities of the current peace process. It also
examines the relationship in the perspective of two world wars, the Cold War, the Gulf War, European colonialism and
Middle Eastern nationalisms, global policy, and domestic politics in both countries. The result is the story of one of history's
oddest international couples, hard-pressed to live together, but unable to live apart.
Israel and the Family of Nations Apr 25 2022 Can Israel be both Jewish and truly democratic? How can a nation–state,
which incorporates a large national minority with a distinct identity of its own be a state of all its citizens? Written by two
eminent Israeli scholars, a professor of constitutional law and a historian, Alexander Yakobson and Amnon Rubinstein are
the first to treat Zionism and Israeli experience in light of other states’ experiences and in particular of newly established
states that have undergone constitutional changes and wrestled with issues of minorities. Citing various European,
constitutions and laws, the authors explore concept of a Jewish State and its various meanings in the light of international
law, and the current norms of Human Rights as applied to other democratic societies compatible with liberal democratic
norms and conclude that international reality does not accord with the concept which regards a modern, liberal democracy as
a culturally "neutral" and a nationally colourless entity. In light of the new political map in Israel and the prospect of future
disengagement from the West Bank, Israel and the Family of Nations is essential reading for all those who wish to
understand Israel’s future challenges.
Israel and its Palestinian Citizens Jun 15 2021 This volume examines the status of the Palestinian citizens in Israel and
explores ethnic privileging and the dynamics of social conflict.
The Future of the Jews Nov 20 2021 In The Future of the Jews, Stuart E. Eizenstat, a senior diplomat of international
reputation, surveys the major geopolitical, economic, and security challenges facing the world in general, and the Jewish
world and the United States in particular. These forces include the shift of power and influence from the United States and
Europe to the emerging powers in Asia and Latin America; globalization and the new information age; the battle for the
direction of the Muslim world; nontraditional security threats; changing demographics, which pose a particular challenge for
Jews worldwide and the rise of a new anti-Semitism that seeks to delegitimize Israel as a Jewish state. He also discusses the
enduring nature of and challenges to the strategic alliance between the United States and Israel. In an extensive new
foreword to the paper edition, Eizenstat addresses crucial developments affecting the Jewish people since the book first
appeared in 2012, including increasing tensions in the Middle East, the digital revolution and NSA revelations, declining
optimism on the Arab Spring, the Israeli-Palestinian peace process, the revival of anti-Semitism. In addition, he reflects on

the changing identify of American Jews as revealed by the Pew Center Survey of U.S. Jews (2013). Eizenstat's provocative
analysis will be of interest to everyone concerned about the future of Jews worldwide and in Israel and the United States' role
in a world that is confronting unprecedented simultaneous, cataclysmic changes.
The Israel Lobby and US Foreign Policy Apr 01 2020 Does America’s pro-Israel lobby wield inappropriate control over
US foreign policy? This book has created a storm of controversy by bringing out into the open America’s relationship with
the Israel lobby: a loose coalition of individuals and organizations that actively work to shape foreign policy in a way that is
profoundly damaging both to the United States and Israel itself. Israel is an important, valued American ally, yet
Mearsheimer and Walt show that, by encouraging unconditional US financial and diplomatic support for Israel and
promoting the use of its power to remake the Middle East, the lobby has jeopardized America’s and Israel’s long-term
security and put other countries – including Britain – at risk.
The Rise of Israel Aug 06 2020 The state of Israel is one of the most controversial countries in the world. Yet, its unique
creation and rise to power in 1948 has not been adequately explained either by its friends (mainstream Zionists) nor by its
detractors (Arabists and post-Zionists). Using a variety of comparative methodologies; from contrasting the Jewish state to
other minorities in the Ottoman Turkish Empire to the rise of the four Tigers in Asia to newly independent countries and
revolutionary socialist countries in Europe and Asia, Jonathan Adelman examines how Israel has gained the strength to
overcome great obstacles and become a serious regional power in the Middle East by 2007. Themes addressed include: how
the creation of Israel is strikingly different from that of most new states, as undetermined by the major structural forces in the
world in the twentieth century how voluntarist forces, those of individual choice, will and strategy, played a major role in its
creation and success in-depth analysis of the creation of a revolutionary party, government, army and secret police as critical
to the success of the socialist revolution (1881–1977) the enormity of the forces aligned against the state; from major
international and religious organizations representing billions of people, international reluctance to helping Israel in crisis,
and internal Israeli and Jewish issues the tremendous impact of revolutionary (socialist and semi-capitalist nationalist)
factors in giving Israel the strength to survive and become a significant regional power over time. Jonathan Adelman
provides a fresh perspective to view one of the most controversial states in the world and avoids the highly charged
ideological descriptions that often plague such discussions. Understanding the rise of Israel, a central state in the region,
helps to explain a great deal about the Middle East today.
Zionism and the State of Israel Aug 18 2021 Zionism and the State of Israel provides a topical and controversial analysis of

the development of Zionism and the recent history and politics of Israel. This thought-provoking study examines the ways in
which the Bible has been used to legitimize the implementation of the ideological and political programme of Zionism, and
the consequences this has had.
The State of Israel vs. the Jews May 27 2022 From an award-winning journalist, a perceptive study of how Israel’s actions,
which run counter to the traditional historical values of Judaism, are putting Jewish people worldwide in an increasingly
untenable position. More than a decade ago, the historian Tony Judt considered whether the behavior of Israel was becoming
not only “bad for Israel itself” but also, on a wider scale, “bad for the Jews.” Under the leadership of Benjamin Netanyahu,
this issue has grown ever more urgent. In The State of Israel vs. the Jews, veteran journalist Sylvain Cypel addresses it in
depth, exploring Israel’s rightward shift on the international scene and with regard to the diaspora. Cypel reviews the littleknown details of the military occupation of Palestinian territory, the mindset of ethnic superiority that reigns throughout an
Israeli “colonial camp” that is largely in the majority, and the adoption of new laws, the most serious of which establishes
two-tier citizenship between Jews and non-Jews. He shows how Israel has aligned itself with authoritarian regimes and
adopted the practices of a security state, including the use of technologies such as the software that enabled the tracking and,
ultimately, the assassination of Saudi Arabian journalist Jamal Khashoggi. Lastly, The State of Israel vs. the Jews examines
the impact of Israel’s evolution in recent years on the two main communities of the Jewish diaspora, in France and the
United States, considering how and why public figures in each differ in their approaches.
The United States, Israel, and the Search for International Order Aug 30 2022 How do emerging states become full,
functioning members of the international system? In this book, Cameron G. Thies argues that new and emerging states are
subject to socialization efforts by current member states, which guide them in locating their position in the international
system. Thies develops a theoretical approach to understanding how states socialize each other into and out of different roles
in the international system, such as regional power, ally, and peacekeeper. The concept of state socialization is developed
using role theory, a middle-range theory developed in the interdisciplinary field of social psychology. This middle-range
theory helps to flesh out the theoretical mechanisms often missing in grand theories like neorealism and constructivism. The
result is a structural theory of international politics that also allows for the explanation of actual foreign policy behavior by
states. The foreign policy histories of the U.S. and Israel are analyzed using this theoretical approach to show how
international social pressure has affected the kinds of roles they have adopted throughout their histories, as well as the kinds
of roles that they have not been allowed to adopt. By considering the effects of international socialization attempts on their

foreign policy behavior, Thies shows the well-known cases of the U.S. and Israel in a new light. The United States, Israel,
and the Search for International Order argues that the process by which states learn their appropriate roles and behaviors in
the international social order is crucial to understanding international conflict and cooperation, which will be significant for
those studying both theory and method in international relations, foreign policy, and diplomatic history.
After Zionism Sep 18 2021 Explores the possibility of adopting the one-state solution to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict through essays that express views ranging from total agreement to support the current two-state solution.
Israel’s Securitization Dilemma Oct 20 2021 This book examines how the Zionist movement, and later the state of Israel,
have dealt with various longstanding efforts to delegitimize Israel’s standing in the international community, including by
the Arab League Boycott, the United Nations, and the Boycott, Divest and Sanctions (BDS) movement. Through historical
and archival research, as well as discourse analysis of legal and governmental documents, public statements of Israeli
officials, and interviews with Israeli policy makers, this book argues that Israel has constructed perceived and real challenges
to its legitimacy as ontological threats that undermine its national security, and has securitized its Jewish identity in response
to these threats. As a result, the state has adopted extraordinary measures, often marked by illiberalism. Rather than enhance
Israel’s international legitimacy, these measures have undermined it further, especially among liberal audiences in the West,
whose support is critical for Israel’s continued international legitimacy. Therefore, Israel is locked in a securitization
dilemma—where actions taken to enhance its security through increased legitimacy result in further delegitimization.
Highlighting the ways this securitization dilemma is at the heart of Israeli policymaking today—particularly in the context of
the recent BDS movement—this book brings into focus key problems that Israel faces as it attempts to combat
delegitimization movements against its self-constructed identity as a Jewish state. This book will be of great interest to
students, scholars, and policy makers engaged with critical security studies and delegitimization, Israeli studies and Jewish
identity, and policymaking in the Middle East.
The Israeli Solution Dec 10 2020 A landmark manifesto issuing a bold call for a one-state solution to the Israeli-Palestine
conflict. The reigning consensus in elite and academic circles is that the United States must seek to resolve the Palestinians'
conflict with Israel by implementing the so-called two-state solution. Establishing a Palestinian state, so the thinking goes,
would be a panacea for all the region’s ills. In a time of partisan gridlock, the two-state solution stands out for its ability to
attract supporters from both sides of America's ideological divide. But the great irony is that it is one of the most irrational
and failed policies the United States has ever adopted. Between 1970 and 2013, the United States presented nine different

peace plans for Israel and the Palestinians, and for the past twenty years, the two state solution has been the centerpiece of
U.S. Middle East policy. But despite this laser focus, American efforts to implement a two-state peace deal have failed—and
with each new attempt, the Middle East has become less stable, more violent, more radicalized, and more inimical to
democratic values and interests. In The Israeli Solution, Caroline Glick, senior contributing editor to the Jerusalem Post,
examines the history and misconceptions behind the two-state policy, most notably: - The huge errors made in counting the
actual numbers of Jews and Arabs in the region. The 1997 Palestinian Census, upon which most two-state policy is based,
wildly exaggerated the numbers of Palestinians living in the West Bank and Gaza. - Neglect of the long history of Palestinian
anti-Semitism, refusal to negotiate in good faith, terrorism, and denial of Israel’s right to exist. - Disregard for Israel’s
stronger claims to territorial sovereignty under international law, as well as the long history of Jewish presence in the region.
- Indifference to polling data that shows the Palestinian people admire Israeli society and governance. Despite a half-century
of domestic and international terrorism, anti-semitism, and military attacks from regional neighbors who reject its right to
exist, Israel has thrived as the Middle East’s lone democracy. After a century spent chasing a two-state policy that hasn’t
brought the Israelis and Palestinians any closer to peace, The Israeli Solution offers an alternative path to stability in the
Middle East based on Israeli sovereignty over Judea and Samaria.
State and Religion in Israel Sep 26 2019 Discusses state and religion relations in Israel by applying a general theory
regarding the role of religion in liberal countries.
The Israeli Path to Neoliberalism May 15 2021 In recent years, Israel has deeply and quickly transformed itself from a selfperceived social-democratic regime into a privatized and liberalized "Start-Up Nation" and a highly divided society. This
transition to neoliberalism has been coupled with the adoption of a hawkish and isolationist foreign policy. How can such a
deep change be explained? How can a state presumably founded on the basis of socialist ideas, turn within a few decades
into a country characterized by a level of inequality comparable to that of the United States? By presenting a comprehensive
and detailed analysis of the evolution of the Israeli economy from the 1930s to the 1990s, The Israeli Path to Neoliberalism
seeks to explain the Israeli path to neoliberalism. It debunks the ‘from-socialism-to-liberalization’ narrative, arguing that the
evolution of Israeli capitalism cannot be described or explained as a simple transplantation of imported economic models
from advanced liberal democracies. Rather, it asserts that the Israeli variant of capitalism is the product of the encounter
between imported Western institutional models and policy ideas, on the one hand, and domestic economic, social and
security policy problems on the other. This mechanism of change enables us to understand the factors that gave rise to

Israel’s unique combination of liberalization and strong national sentiments. Providing an in-depth analysis of Israel’s
transformation to neoliberalism, the book is a valuable resource for those studying the economic history of Israel, or the
political economy of late-developing countries.
Jewish Women in Pre-State Israel Mar 01 2020 A critical look at the history and culture of women of the Yishuv and a call
for a new national discourse
State Expansion and Conflict Jul 29 2022 A detailed comparison of Lebanon and Israel/Palestine, two expanded states which
have experienced conflict and stability domestically and in their mutual relations.
The Privatization of Israel Jul 05 2020 The book is the first to cover all areas of privatization in Israel and one of the first
to do so in general, including state infrastructure, immigration policy, land, health, education, welfare, regulation, and policy
design. As such, it offers a comprehensive volume for students, policy makers, and scholars interested in the economic,
sociological, political, and legal perspectives of a major policy trend that has changed the face and character of the modern
state. In addition, it is a vital contribution to those who have an interest in changes in Israeli society, politics, and economy.
Ethnocracy Apr 13 2021 "An important book which adds the often neglected angle of political geography to the growing
body of critical research on the Israeli state and society, and on the Jewish-Arab conflict."—Baruch Kimmerling, The
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
One Land, Two States Nov 01 2022 One Land, Two States imagines a new vision for Israel and Palestine in a situation
where the peace process has failed to deliver an end of conflict. “If the land cannot be shared by geographical division, and if
a one-state solution remains unacceptable,” the book asks, “can the land be shared in some other way?” Leading Palestinian
and Israeli experts along with international diplomats and scholars answer this timely question by examining a scenario with
two parallel state structures, both covering the whole territory between the Mediterranean and the Jordan River, allowing for
shared rather than competing claims of sovereignty. Such a political architecture would radically transform the nature and
stakes of the Israel-Palestine conflict, open up for Israelis to remain in the West Bank and maintain their security position,
enable Palestinians to settle in all of historic Palestine, and transform Jerusalem into a capital for both of full equality and
independence—all without disturbing the demographic balance of each state. Exploring themes of security, resistance,
diaspora, globalism, and religion, as well as forms of political and economic power that are not dependent on claims of
exclusive territorial sovereignty, this pioneering book offers new ideas for the resolution of conflicts worldwide.
Israel, Jordan, and Palestine Sep 06 2020 "A Crown Center for Middle East Studies Book."

The Fateful Triangle Mar 25 2022
The Establishment of the State of Israel, Updated Edition Oct 08 2020 The State of Israel was born on May 14, 1948, in the
city of Tel Aviv, in what was then officially known as Palestine. The new Jewish state was founded 2,000 years after
Palestine's Roman conquerors exiled the Jews from the land they had once ruled as the Kingdom of Israel and less than 50
years after Jewish immigrants began returning to their ancient homeland as part of the Zionist movement. Within hours of
Israel's establishment, armies of the five neighboring Arab countries had already begun assembling along the new nation's
borders. The next morning, Egyptian, Jordanian, Syrian, Iraqi, and Lebanese troops invaded, launching the first in a series of
conflicts between Israel and its Arab neighbors. Illustrated with full-color and black-and-white photographs, and
accompanied by a chronology, bibliography, and further resources,The Establishment of the State of Israel, Updated Edition
explains how this conflict has affected the history of the region and the Middle East peace process. Historical spotlights and
excerpts from primary source documents are also included.
Israel and the United States Sep 30 2022 This unique volume intensively studies the nature and extent of US - Israeli
relations, from 1948 through the Bush and Obama administrations. Leading experts in the field (including Israeli and North
American scholars from a variety of political perspectives) contribute original essays on the principal political, religious,
ethnic, military, economic, and juridical connections between the United States and Israel. Specific topics covered in this
new book include: the pro-Israel lobby in the United States; the US Jewish community and its relations to Israel; evangelical
Christians and Israel; military and economic ties between the United States and Israel; the threat of a nuclear Iran for both
countries; and the impact of American jurisprudence on Israel. Section introductions from the editor effectively contextualize
the issues and provide students with an in-depth understanding of the past, present, and future of the US - Israel relationship.
Screen Shots Nov 28 2019 In the last two decades, amid the global spread of smartphones, state killings of civilians have
increasingly been captured on the cameras of both bystanders and police. Screen Shots studies this phenomenon from the
vantage point of the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territories. Here, cameras have proliferated as political tools in the
hands of a broad range of actors and institutions, including Palestinian activists, Israeli soldiers, Jewish settlers, and human
rights workers. All trained their lens on Israeli state violence, propelled by a shared dream: that advances in digital
photography—closer, sharper, faster—would advance their respective political agendas. Most would be let down. Drawing
on ethnographic work, Rebecca L. Stein chronicles Palestinian video-activists seeking justice, Israeli soldiers laboring to
perfect the military's image, and Zionist conspiracy theorists accusing Palestinians of "playing dead." Writing against techno-

optimism, Stein investigates what camera dreams and disillusionment across these political divides reveal about the Israeli
and Palestinian colonial present, and the shifting terms of power and struggle in the smartphone age.
Relations Between Israel and Asian and African States: Cote D'ivore Feb 09 2021
Securing the Covenant Feb 21 2022 Since its independence in 1948, Israel has enjoyed a special relationship with the United
States, as successive administrations have reaffirmed America's unshakable commitment to Israel's security. This study
reexamines this relationship now that the Cold War and the Persian Gulf War have ended and the Israeli-PLO Declaration of
Principles and the Israel-Jordan-Washington Declaration have dramatically altered the strategic and political balance in the
Middle East. This volume, suitable for the general reader and useful as an undergraduate and graduate course text, reassesses
the bilateral special relationship between the United States and Israel. The easy-to-read analysis by a noted authority on
Israeli and Middle East policy is unique in its detailed examination of the political, strategic, and economic policy
parameters of the U.S.-Israeli relationship and of the ideological factors that underpin the connection between the two
countries. Since its independence in 1948, Israel has enjoyed a special relationship with the United States, as successive
administrations have reaffirmed America's unshakable commitment to Israel's security. This text reexamines this relationship
now that the Cold War and the Persian Gulf War have ended and the Israeli-PLO Declaration of Principles and the IsraelJordan-Washington Declaration have dramatically altered the strategic and political balance in the Middle East. Reich
considers the ideological-emotional link between the United States and Israel, the political-strategic alliance, and together
with Howard Rosen, describes the economic links between the two partners. They explain the need for the United States to
continue to play a central role in the Arab-Israeli peace process. The text includes an evaluation of the role of domestic
politics in the formulation of foreign policy and points to future policy options. A chronology and selected bibliography
further enrich this teaching tool that is designed for courses in foreign policy, comparative politics, and Israeli and Middle
Eastern studies.
The Politics of Religion and the Religion of Politics Oct 27 2019 Prominent political theorist Ira Sharkansky looks at the
intersection of religion and politics, using the case of Israel--where a chief rabbi officiates along with a prime minister--to
examine how the two inform each other. Focusing more on similarities than differences, Sharkansky demonstrates that both
religion and politics can justify their position on the moral high ground. Both are involved in shaping our values and standard
of living; however, neither religion nor politics can claim a monopoly of virtue: Political demagogues have their religious
equivalents in self-serving prophets and false messiahs, and politicians and religious leaders both may violate the morality

that they preach. Sharkansky examines the place of intellectual certainty, doubt, charisma, and passion in both realms. He
argues that Israel, among other Western democracies where politics and religion intersect, supports a successful fusion of the
two.
Turkey's Entente with Israel and Azerbaijan Jan 29 2020 With the end of the Cold War came a new political instability in
Turkey and a shift in relations with the West, leading the government to adopt new foreign policies and forge alliances with
neighbouring states. This book offers a detailed and comprehensive analysis of the evolution of the trilateral relationship
between Turkey, Israel, and Azerbaijan. Drawing both on first-hand interviews and on research not previously available in
the English language, Alexander Murinson brings a new perspective to the study of the relationship between the three
countries. In particular he examines the commonalities of state identities that brought the countries together, the role of state
institutions, the security dimension and the influence of globalization. In a period of growing concerns about European
energy security, the book provides an extensive discussion of the activities carried out by various think-tanks, especially in
Washington, regarding the regional and domestic politics of the three countries. An original contribution to study of regional
processes in the expanded Middle East after the end of the Cold War, this book is a welcome addition to the literature on the
regional politics of the Middle East and the Caucasus. As such, it will be of great interest to anyone studying international
relations, security studies and Middle Eastern politics.
The One-State Condition Aug 25 2019 Since the start of the occupation of Palestinian territories in 1967, Israel's
domination of the Palestinians has deprived an entire population of any political status or protection. But even decades on,
most people speak of this rule—both in everyday political discussion and in legal and academic debates—as temporary, as a
state of affairs incidental and external to the Israeli regime. In The One-State Condition, Ariella Azoulay and Adi Ophir
directly challenge this belief. Looking closely at the history and contemporary formation of the ruling apparatus—the
technologies and operations of the Israeli army, the General Security Services, and the legal system imposed in the Occupied
Territories—Azoulay and Ophir outline the one-state condition of Israel/Palestine: the grounding principle of Israeli
governance is the perpetuation of differential rule over populations of differing status. Israeli citizenship is shaped through
the active denial of Palestinian citizenship and civil rights. Though many Israelis, on both political right and left, agree that
the occupation constitutes a problem for Israeli democracy, few ultimately admit that Israel is no democracy or question the
very structure of the Israeli regime itself. Too frequently ignored are the lasting effects of the deceptive denial of the events
of 1948 and 1967, and the ways in which the resulting occupation has reinforced the sweeping militarization and recent

racialization of Israeli society. Azoulay and Ophir show that acknowledgment of the one-state condition is not only a
prerequisite for considering a one- or two-state solution; it is a prerequisite for advancing new ideas to move beyond the trap
of this false dilemma.
Frontiers and Ghettos Jul 25 2019 "Frontiers and Ghettos is based on the idea that when it comes to ethnopolitical conflict,
lousy is better than horrible. How outcomes better than horrible arise, despite ideological imperatives, hatreds, and predatory
opportunities, is brilliantly analyzed in this empirically rich, vividly written, and provocative comparison of Serbian and
Israeli policies toward Croatians, Muslims and Palestinians. A terrific book!"—Ian S. Lustick, author of Unsettled States,
Disputed Lands "Abusive governments try to avoid leaving fingerprints on acts of repression, often using paramilitaries or
death squads for deniability. James Ron reveals that territorial boundaries can serve a similar function. Abuse is more likely,
he shows, as one crosses the frontiers of established state power, obscuring the signature of official action. This original and
insightful book encourages us to expose cross-border involvement in human rights violations and re-establish official
accountability."—Kenneth Roth, Executive Director, Human Rights Watch "With terrifying lucidity, Ron uses the
experiences of Serbia, Kosovo, Bosnia, Israel, and Palestine to examine how a state's definition of the boundary separating
its favored population from a different people authorizes, channels, or inhibits its use of force. This veteran participantobserver uses first-hand observation tellingly."—Charles Tilly, author of Durable Inequality "Frontiers and Ghettos
represents a major step forward in social science's effort to understand state violence. James Ron shows that while all states
use violence, they do so differently in their well-policed interiors and at their margins. This book is powerful, timely, and
important for both scholars, policy-makers, and those who would advance respect for human rights."—Craig Calhoun,
President, Social Science Research Council "James Ron has written a strikingly clear and convincing study of the factors
affecting controlled and uncontrolled state-directed violence in the current period, with an analysis that adds substantially to
the sociology of the state. His book will be important for all those concerned—for scholarly reasons and for broader
ones—with modern confrontations of world norms, state power and human rights. And its gripping accounts will be
important for those concerned with the specific violent conflicts it examines, in Serbia and Israel."—John W. Meyer,
Professor of Sociology, Emeritus, Stanford University "This ingenious and courageous comparison of the types of violence
used by nationalist regimes should transform the way we think about borders and state sovereignty. In demonstrating that
even the most unsavory governments can be sensitive to international norms and the appearance of legality, Ron also strikes
a serious blow at standard policy prescriptions -- from imposing sanctions and isolation on offending regimes to offering

autonomy packages and soft borders for ethnic minorities. This book deserves wide circulation and serious
reflection."—Susan L. Woodward, author of Balkan Tragedy: Chaos and Dissolution after the Cold War "As the horrific
escalation of violence in Israel and the Palestinian territories grips international headlines, the inability of commentators to
locate these tragic events in a comparative analytical frame is striking. This book is an impressive exception. Ron's elegant
comparative analysis of Serbia and earlier periods of Israeli-Palestinian conflict makes the dynamics of the present conflict
and its future possibilities comprehensible in a way that few others have managed to do. It is a signal contribution to our
understanding of modern state violence."—Peter Evans, Eliaser Chair of International Studies, University of California,
Berkeley
Israel in History Jun 23 2019 Covering topical issues concerning the nature of the Israeli state, this engaging work presents
essays that combine a variety of comparative schemes, both internal to Jewish civilization and extending throughout the
world, such as: modern Jewish society, politics and culture historical consciousness in the twentieth century colonialism,
anti-colonialism and postcolonial state-building. With its open-ended, comparative approach, Israel in History provides a
useful means of correcting the biases found in so much scholarship on Israel, be it sympathetic or hostile. This book will
appeal to scholars and students with research interests in many fields, including Israeli Studies, Middle East Studies, and
Jewish Studies.
The Arc of a Covenant Nov 08 2020 A groundbreaking work that overturns the conventional understanding of the IsraeliAmerican relationship and, in doing so, explores how fundamental debates about American identity drive our country's
foreign policy. In this bold examination of the Israeli-American relationship, Walter Russell Mead demolishes the myths that
both pro-Zionists and anti-Zionists have fostered over the years. He makes clear that Zionism has always been a divisive
subject in the American Jewish community, and that American Christians have often been the most fervent supporters of a
Jewish state, citing examples from the time of J.P. Morgan and John D. Rockefeller to the present day. He spotlights the
almost forgotten story of left-wing support for Zionism, arguing that Eleanor Roosevelt and liberal New Dealers had more
influence on President Truman's Israel policy than the American Jewish community--and that Stalin's influence was more
decisive than Truman's in Israel's struggle for independence. Mead shows how Israel's rise in the Middle East helped kindle
both the modern evangelical movement and the Sunbelt coalition that carried Reagan into the White House. Highlighting the
real sources of Israel's support across the American political spectrum, he debunks the legend of the so-called "Israel lobby."
And, he describes the aspects of American culture that make it hostile to anti-Semitism and warns about the danger to that

tradition of tolerance as our current culture wars heat up. With original analysis and in lively prose, Mead illuminates the
American-Israeli relationship, how it affects contemporary politics, and how it will influence the future of both that
relationship and American life.
A Threshold Crossed Jul 17 2021 "The widely held assumption that the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territory is a
temporary situation and that the 'peace process' will soon bring an end to Israeli abuses has obscured the reality on the
ground today of Israel's entrenched discriminatory rule over Palestinians. A single authority, the Israeli government, rules
primarily over the area between the Jordan River and Mediterranean Sea, populated by two groups of roughly equal size,
methodologically privileging Jewish Israelis while repressing Palestinians, most severely in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory (OPT), made-up of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and Gaza. Drawing on years of human rights
documentation, case studies and a review of government planning documents, statements by officials and other sources, [this
report] examines Israel's treatment of Palestinians and evaluates whether particular Israeli policies and practices in certain
areas amount to the crimes against humanity of apartheid and persecution."--Page 4 of cover.
Blind Spot Jan 11 2021 A critical examination of the history of US-Palestinian relations The United States has invested
billions of dollars and countless diplomatic hours in the pursuit of Israeli-Palestinian peace and a two-state solution. Yet
American attempts to broker an end to the conflict have repeatedly come up short. At the center of these failures lay two
critical factors: Israeli power and Palestinian politics. While both Israelis and Palestinians undoubtedly share much of the
blame, one also cannot escape the role of the United States, as the sole mediator in the process, in these repeated failures.
American peacemaking efforts ultimately ran aground as a result of Washington’s unwillingness to confront Israel’s everdeepening occupation or to come to grips with the realities of internal Palestinian politics. In particular, the book looks at the
interplay between the U.S.-led peace process and internal Palestinian politics—namely, how a badly flawed peace process
helped to weaken Palestinian leaders and institutions and how an increasingly dysfunctional Palestinian leadership, in turn,
hindered prospects for a diplomatic resolution. Thus, while the peace process was not necessarily doomed to fail,
Washington’s management of the process, with its built-in blind spot to Israeli power and Palestinian politics, made failure
far more likely than a negotiated breakthrough. Shaped by the pressures of American domestic politics and the special
relationship with Israel, Washington’s distinctive “blind spot” to Israeli power and Palestinian politics has deep historical
roots, dating back to the 1917 Balfour Declaration and the British Mandate. The size of the blind spot has varied over the
years and from one administration to another, but it is always present.

The Two-State Delusion Mar 13 2021 Author Padraig O'Malley is the subject of the new acclaimed documentary The
Peacemaker. “Impressive . . . [O’Malley] has done a tremendous amount of research about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.”
—The New York Times Book Review Disputes over settlements, the right of return, the rise of Hamas, recognition of Israel
as a Jewish state, and other intractable issues have repeatedly derailed peace negotiations between Israel and Palestine. Now,
in a book that is sure to spark controversy, renowned peacemaker Padraig O’Malley argues that the moment for a two-state
solution has passed. After examining each issue and speaking with Palestinians and Israelis as well as negotiators directly
involved in past summits, O’Malley concludes that even if such an agreement could be reached, it would be nearly
impossible to implement given a variety of obstacles including the staggering costs involved, Palestine’s political disunity
and economic fragility, rapidly changing demographics in the region, Israel’s continuing political shift to the right, global
warming’s effect on the water supply, and more. In this revelatory, hard-hitting book, O’Malley approaches the key issues
pragmatically, without ideological bias, to show that we must find new frameworks for reconciliation if there is to be lasting
peace between Palestine and Israel.
Lavi Jun 03 2020 The largest weapons development effort ever undertaken by the State of Israel, the Lavi fighter program
envisioned a new generation of high-performance aircraft. Controversially, Israel Aircraft Industries intended to develop and
manufacture the fighters in Israel with U.S. financial support. The sophisticated planes, developed in the mid-1980s, were
unique in design and intended to make up the majority of the Israeli Air Force. Though a great deal of prestige and money
was staked, developmental costs increased and doubts arose as to whether the Lavi could be the warplane it was meant to be.
Eventually, the program became a microcosm for the US-Israel relationship and of Israeli society itself--a study in the
ambitions, fears, and internal divisions that shaped them. The fighter never made it to operational service. Despite the
passage of time since its cancelation, the Lavi remains a controversial subject within Israeli society to this day. Until now,
the full breadth and significance of the Lavi story has never been told. "Lavi: Israel's Lost Winged Lion" traces the evolution
of the Lavi fighter from its genesis in the 1970s to its demise in August of 1987. Painting the era's political landscape on both
sides of the ocean, author John Golan examines the roles of such Israeli military icons and political leaders as Ezer Weizman,
Ariel Sharon, Menachem Begin, and Yitzhak Rabin. On the American side, Golan traces the evolution of U.S. government
policy towards the program, detailing a complex, nuanced picture of the U.S. foreign policy apparatus and of U.S.-Israel
relations in general--from President Reagan's public endorsement of the program on the White House lawn to Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger's unremitting attempts to cancel the program in succeeding years.

The Search for Peace in the Middle East Dec 30 2019
Citizen Strangers Dec 22 2021 Following the 1948 war and the creation of the state of Israel, Palestinian Arabs comprised
just fifteen percent of the population but held a much larger portion of its territory. Offered immediate suffrage rights and, in
time, citizenship status, they nonetheless found their movement, employment, and civil rights restricted by a draconian
military government put in place to facilitate the colonization of their lands. Citizen Strangers traces how Jewish leaders
struggled to advance their historic settler project while forced by new international human rights norms to share political
power with the very people they sought to uproot. For the next two decades Palestinians held a paradoxical status in Israel, as
citizens of a formally liberal state and subjects of a colonial regime. Neither the state campaign to reduce the size of the
Palestinian population nor the formulation of citizenship as a tool of collective exclusion could resolve the government's
fundamental dilemma: how to bind indigenous Arab voters to the state while denying them access to its resources. More
confounding was the tension between the opposing aspirations of Palestinian political activists. Was it the end of Jewish
privilege they were after, or national independence along with the rest of their compatriots in exile? As Shira Robinson
shows, these tensions in the state's foundation—between privilege and equality, separatism and inclusion—continue to haunt
Israeli society today.
A Palestinian State Jan 23 2022 Analyzes the possible effects of the establishment of an independent Palestinian state on the
security of Israel and the search for peace in the Middle East
Israel May 03 2020 This book explores the complex challenges facing Israel and the extent to which its present state
structures and institutions can adapt and accommodtae themselves to the diversity of security threats that it now faces.
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